Feedback when you've Uploaded - Expectations

Introductions/Icebreaker

Business Rules - What's Useful

Priority vs Timeliness (aka what can I wait for?)
The current situation is I upload toNeed!

Name
Pronoun
Who working for
Bus or Train?

Naptan via the Dft interface, no
feedback is received at all. When I
have time a few days later I might
look at the ito to see if any errors
have been highlighted. Then if I
have time I might look at some of
them. My software creates a
dataset that meets the basic
criteria, so additional verification at
point of upload is not strictly
necessary.

Received
and look at
= successful

Schema
validation /
file
validation

It would be good to
get an
acknowledgement
that the upload has
been successful (I
don't currently
receive one)

Website Acknowledgement of
upload - (ours goes
into the junk folder)

Confirmation
that upload
was successful

Instantaneous

Instant feedback from
the file validation tool
before upload attempt
and explanation as to
what the errors are

Knowing that the
upload has been
successful
Feedback about any errors.
This currently isn't available
and you have to remember
to check ITO world a few
days after upload

Quick
feedback
of errors

Less Useful

Feedback
on
conflicts
Errors = Business
Rule Errors

More Useful

Stop point/
Area Status/
Archiving

Conflict =
already a stop
at the same
location

SMS

Stop Area
Inaccuracy

BusStop
Type

Non-bus
stop types

Locality

Locality
with
identical
stops

Stop point
type

Indicator

Common
Name

Location /
GeoCode

ATCO/
AdminArea

Street (not in list)
In Transport
Direct model use a lot in
ItoWorld

wrong local
area

Acknowledgement

Aknowledgement
of upload success

I can wait a week
changes to
rules or
new fields
More
meaningful
column - extra
feature - e.g.
CCTV

naming
convention
feedback

Data
improvements
(ITO)

Is OK to have

Makes perfect sense
when used in
combination with bus
stop lists

Only have one of any
location - e.g. one
Chesham

NPTG - Your thoughts and Experiences
Have been updating
relatively frequently
due to extent of
development in the
county. Functionality
of the current webportal appears OK.

Am unsure of
the level of
nesting that is
possible / safe

Boundary bus stops closest to another LTA
locality - if connect to
nearest locality

I rarely update NatGaz, only when perhaps a new
stop gets put in that does not fall within an existing
Locality. I have had in the past, to rename a
Locality as another area called anew locality of
theirs the same name. Saying that, I do need to
undertake some work on Locality names as they
are used in our electronic information system in the
Bus Station and can give misleading information however, this is not treated as a priority
Additionally, the localities were first set up when
Naptan was first developed, then the 'guidelines
changes as to where the goecode should be
located. Ours were already done by this point and
have not been updated since...

Its not often that I have
to change or make
amendments to NPTG
data. The las time I
made any changes were
when a very large
housing development
was built

How often
do LTAs
update
NPTG?

GIS version? Used to have..
= Mappy version - and see
NPTG areas and where they
overlap - showing stops for that
locality e.g. ItoWorld version

ability to compare
with data sets such
as postcodes, 3rd
party gazetteers
would be helpful

areas change
over time, so
need to
encourage
regular reviews

Annual or sort
of - not daily/
weekly

Unique street
reference - LTA
has local area
definitions within
the council

Don't force
alignment parishes can
cause
problems

underused
and under
appreciated.

Coming up
Strategy for NaPTAN and NPTG
Longer term strategy
CSV - What bits do you actually use? - Do we need a Special
Interest Group for it
Recruiting for testers - are you interested

Finally - Who to contact
Dr J - For anything to do with these meetings
Adrian - For the rebuilt NaPTAN project/Service
Arsalan - For the current system

